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)
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Network 0+ Service. )

ORDER

I.

By transmittal dated May 23, 2002, filed on May 28, 2002, NETWORK OPERATOR SERVICES, INC. (Network Services) proposes certain increases to its Network 0+ Service rates, set forth in section 4.6, page 24, of its tariff. The proposed effective date of these tariff changes is June 30, 2002.

Upon review, the commission will suspend the subject transmittal, pending further commission review, in accordance with Hawaii Revised Statutes § 269-16 and Hawaii Administrative Rules § 6-80-40. Among other things, the commission will investigate whether Network Services' customers have or will be notified of the proposed rate increases, the manner of such notification, and whether its customers can opt out of the Network 0+ Service without penalty or termination liability. Unless ordered otherwise, Network Services must not offer or provide Network 0+ Service at the rates proposed in the subject transmittal.
II.

THE COMMISSION ORDERS:


2. Unless ordered otherwise, Network Operator Services, Inc. is precluded from offering or providing Network 0+ Service at the rates proposed in its suspended transmittal.

DONE at Honolulu, Hawaii this 28th day of June, 2002.
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